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qCan scRNA-seq data be overlaid onto seqFISH for resolution enhancement?

qWhat is the minimal number of genes needed for data integration?

qAre there signatures of cellular co-localization or spatial coordinates in the non-spatial 
scRNA-seq data?
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Figure 1: 
Overall goal of the project and cell type prediction in seqFISH data.
a. Cellular heterogeneity is driven by both cell-type (indicated by shape) and environmental 
factors (indicated by colors). ScRNAseq based studies can only detect cell-type related 
variation, because spatial information is lost.
b. Our goal is to decompose the contributions of each factor by developing methods to 
integrate scRNAseq and seqFISH data.
c. Prediction results evaluated by the comparison of cell-type average expression profile 
across technologies for 8 major cell types. Values represent expression z-scores. SVM was 
tuned for the parameter C, which was set to 1e-5 to optimize the cross-platform cell-type to 
cell-type correlations. The major cell types in the scRNAseq data set – Astro (n=43 cells), 
Endo (n=29), GABA-N (n=761), Glut-N (n=812), Micro (n=22), OPC (n=19), Oligo.1 
(n=6), and Oligo.2 (n=31) – are mapping to 97, 11, 556, 859, 22, 8, 21, and 23 cells in the 
seqFISH data set.
d. Pearson correlation between reference and predicted cell type averages ranges from 0.75 
to 0.95.
e. Integration of seqFISH and scRNAseq data (illustrated by b) enables cell-type mapping 
with spatial information in the adult mouse visual cortex. Each cell type is labeled by a 
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Experimental design

• What is the goal of the project? Spatial cell type composition or spatial patterns?
• merFISH vs seqFISH approach

• Can we use literature or single-cell datasets to create an informative gene set?
• minimum number of genes?
• genes with similar distributions between different technologies?
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Platform specific biases

• bias in gene detection / coverage.
• low vs high expressed genes
• ISH vs poly(A)-tail enrichment

• bias in cell composition
• dissociation methods
• global expression differences between scRNA-seq and seqFISH due to stress response?

• (incomplete) subcellular information
• transcripts that are not assigned? 

• segmentation challenge
• essential for cell type identification?

• Is there information in morphology and subcellular distribution?
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Objective assessment

• How do we know if our results are good or which method is better?
• Benchmark:

• Need for manually curated data
• Bench marks (Matthew Ritchie)
• Cluster robustness - prediction strength (Tibsharani)
• Organoid cultures, artificial reconstructed datasets
• Gold standard to detect problems and issues with different platforms

Important: do you gain new biological insight?

• Human cortex with 10x visium with manually curated spots into cortex layers from the 
DLPFC (Transcriptome-scale spatial gene expression in the human dorsolateral 
prefrontal cortex). The benefit is the DLPFC is an incredibly well studied area of the 
brain, so lots of biology already known (Stephanie Hicks)
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• How to best represent cells in a spatial context?
• Include morphology and count for differences (e.g. size)?
• Abstract:

• cell centroids
• polygonal coordinates
• Delaunay network and voronoi tesselation

Spatial representation
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• Cell types and spatial structure are different challenges
• Different information at different spatial resolution (zoom in / zoom out)

• need for hierarchical models that are network based?

Spatial information

• Can Visium (large area / low resolution) be linked with seqFISH (small area / high resolution)?

à deconvolution problem? #deconvolution (Luca Marconato)

• How do we test for statistical significance when the test statistic is a distance matrix? (Shila Ghazanfar)
• How to incorporate biologically driven null hypotheses?

• Be aware of Gene Ontology enrichment
• Introduction of biases through annotation (very old) and correlation structure due to integration
• Give certain genes different weights (e.g. marker genes)



Action items:

Goals: 
figures: 2 key figures per analysis
text: main findings and suggestions

See #seqfish_theme




